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Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography
Add to Wish List. Very on brand for me at the moment, as I've been rewatching the Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography and 96 F1 seasons.
I was always going to love this book - Damon Hill being one of my biggest ever heroes. I wish I'd received that advice earlier in life. It syncs
automatically with your account and allows you to read online or offline wherever you are. Damon was honsest with his insight. An outstanding
autobiography from an outstandingly talented, funny and entertaining man. There are lots of things you can't see from the outside: you can see the
race and the drivers' performances, but you'll never find out what's inside them. Find all my reviews at: www. Info a division of Watch This Space,
Inc. More product information. May 05, Gordon Ralph rated it it was amazing. Enlarge cover. This is not a boring sportsman's drivel. Balanced
with the incredibly dark times are the wonderful uplifting times and times spent with his family. No trivia or quizzes yet. Mike Hailwood famously
said " Money can't buy ability". Error rating book. But beneath it Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography is a tough, tenacious, almost bitter core
of indomitable strength, the thing that must've allowed him to come back from yet another drubbing by rivals like Michael Schumacher, or a boss
as cold and indifferent as Frank Williams, and roll up his sleeves and try again. Mind you, could be an age thing! His young adulthood as a virtual
loner, spent pursuing a dream motorcycle racing that Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography panned out, was likewise familiar. Racing drivers
are very special people, Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography or cursed with an abundance of confidence and self-belief that sometimes
borders on egomania. He is clearly hurt by the narrative that he only became world champion because he was in the best car, which overlooks the
facts that his team-mate was in the same car, and that you have to be very good to be drive the best car in the first place. This being my era of
growing up with F1 it was really interesting to relive Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography memories. The section of the boom on Prost and
Senna was so interesting Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography this should have formed the bulk of the story. Damon Hill. But what Hill thrived
on was managing an excess of power over grip and whilst that was never a challenge in bhp F3, the numbers got serious in bhp F cars and so did
Hill. The son of racing legend Graham Hill, Damon entered Formula One inracing for Brabhams and then Williams and took over as team leader
when Senna died in Brings back some good f1 memories. American Autobiography Books. Misunderstood hero. View 1 comment. Much better
than I expected. Away from the grid, Watching the Wheels: The Autobiography is an astonishingly candid account of what it was like to grow up
as the son of one of the country's most famous racing drivers. Related Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography. The swirling emotions that Hill
was faced with in light of the death of Senna was a defining moment for his generation of drivers and for the first time ever Hill talks candidly about
the impact that Senna had on his life, even as he watched his own son step into motor racing. The first part of the book was not what I expected.
Be the first to write a review. About this product. Eventually he tells his life story in an order and it was vastly improved, it is just a shame the first
few chapters were a bit of a let down. For the first time ever he tells the story of his journey through the last golden era of the sport when he took
on the greats including Ayrton Senna and Michael Schumacher and emerged victorious as World Champion instepping out of the shadow of his
legendary father Graham Hill. It was such a shame that it too so long to actually talk about Damon himself. A thoughrally Good read indeed! So in
spite of all the negativity, I closed this book feeling more respect and warmth for Damon Hill than before I opened it. The world champion speaks
in-depth about his childhood as the son of F1 legend Graham Hill, his somewhat haphazard route to F1 and his eventual departure from the sport
after finally becoming the first son of a world champion to become world champion. Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography Feed - Comments.
This is a far better book for my having judged the artist more than the art, as Damon Hill is an extraordinary man. One of the best F1 books I have
ever read! Watching the Wheels : My Autobiography. He had become a makeweight on the Grand Prix grid and at the age of 46 the former King
of Monaco had long since lost his crown. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. If you are Formula 1 fan or specifically Williams then this is book that you'll find interesting. Save
on Non-Fiction Books Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. To read about his struggles in life after F1 was harrowing but I a
Damon Hill was a hero of mine as a young Formula One fan and still very much is! It makes him a mortal, flesh-and-blood human being, who just
happened to beat Watching the Wheels: My Autobiography best at their own game for one shining year in Plus value is added to the book that is
written personally from Damon Hill with help from Maurice Hamilton. But in so doing there was a price to pay. Quite a feat. Best for. For the first
time ever he tells the story of his journey through the last golden era of the sport when he took on the greats including Ayrton Senna and Michael
Schumacher and emerged victorious as World Champion instepping out of the shadow of his legendary father Graham. But teenagers are resilient,
and Hill got on with his own life.
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